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Sky high: SHoP reveal American Copper 
Buildings and adjoining skybridge 
Architecture / 22 Apr 2016 / By Sam Rogers 

SHoP Architects have revealed American Copper Buildings (née 626 First Avenue), New York's latest 
luxury residential development 
 
The New York skyline is never short of surprises, but a copper-clad, three-storey, 100-
foot-long skybridge adjoining two twisting towers is stretching it, even for the city that 
never sleeps. 
 
But these are just the kind of thrills offered by the American Copper Buildings (née 626 
First Avenue), SHoP Architects' new tilting towers, created in collaboration with luxury 
developer JDS Development Group.  
 
Rising over First Avenue and 36th Street on the eastern edge of Manhattan, the 41- and 
48-storey residential towers are designed to have 'over 300 one-of-a-kind layouts with 
sweeping, enviable views of the Empire State Building, East River and Manhattan 
skyline'. 
 
The 'dancing towers' – as they are called due to their pose – are nearing completion too, 
with building well on track to finish in 2017.  



 
Amassing a total of 900,000 sq ft and containing a total of 761 rental residences (none 
will be for sale), the building complex will contain a mix of everything from studio flats 
to three bedroom abodes across the two towers – 20 per cent of which is reserved for 
low-income or 'affordable' housing.  
 
The real showstopper is the skybridge itself: suspended 300 feet above the ground, at the 
27th to 29th floors, it is allegedly the highest such structure in the city. Steel trusses form 
the bridge itself, which contains a wealth of amenities you'd sooner expect of a super luxe 
hotel.  
 
To begin with, there is a vaulted, two-storey gym complete with rock-climbing wall, a 
plunge pool and marble hammam, yoga studio, squash court, screening room, juice bar, 
demo-kitchen, playroom, bar and even an art studio. If that wasn't enough, there's a 75 ft 
pool too. The lucky residents of the east and west towers immediately above the bridge 
will also have private terraces to enjoy. One pool is never enough though, which led the 
architects to include an infinity pool on the 40th floor of the east tower. (The space was 
freed up when they tucked the mechanical systems of said tower into the skybridge 
itself.) 
 
As well as a new set of renders illustrating the luxe interiors, there is a new name –
 American Copper Buildings – which was revealed this week. It takes a cue from 
the steely exterior cladding of the build, which the architects chose to mirror the iconic 
Statue of Liberty, with its iconic green patina. 
 
http://www.wallpaper.com/architecture/sky-high-shop-reveal-american-copper-buildings-
and-adjoining-skybridge#KQ7S6KiuAmszKWPs.99 
 

 

 
 

 


